Mull� ∑adr�’s Prolegomenon to the
Maf�tı˛ al-ghayb
Amongst the areas of inquiry concerning the thought of the eminent Islamic
philosopher, Mull� ∑adr� Shır�zı (d. 1050/1641), his work devoted to the Qur’an and
its sciences has received relatively little attention.1 These writings can be grouped as
follows: (1) the Maf�tı˛ al-ghayb,2 the contents of which shall become clearer
shortly; (2) the Asr�r al-�y�t wa-anw�r al-bayyin�t,3 a commentary on select ayas of
the Qur’an, mainly dealing with those ayas which pertain directly to cosmology and
eschatology; (3) the Mutash�bih�t al-Qur√�n,4 a work dedicated to the ‘ambiguous’
ayas of the Qur’an; (4) the Mafi�nı al-alf�÷ al-mufrada min al-Qur√�n,5 a treatise
discussing the meanings of some of the individual terms found in the Qur’an; (5) the
Qur’an commentary proper, which consists of thirteen independent commentaries on
various suras and ayas of the Qur’an.6 His approach in all of these works is
philosophical and mystical, but he also manages to engage the traditions of Shıfiı and
Sunnı kal�m and tafsır which preceded him.7
In what follows I will closely analyse ∑adr�’s pronouncements in the introduction to
his most important theoretical work on the Qur’an, the Maf�tı˛ al-ghayb.
Highlighting the main features of ∑adr�’s prolegomenon to the Maf�tı˛ will cast
light on the overall vision he held for his hermeneutical project, thereby providing an
effective basis for further inquiry into his Qur’anic hermeneutics.
The Maf�tı˛ deals with many of the philosophical issues which ∑adr� takes up in his
other works, yet it is distinguished from them by its heavy emphasis on issues
directly pertaining to scripture. A number of scholars have already stated that ∑adr�
lays out his esoteric hermeneutical method for interpreting the Qur’an in the
Maf�tı˛.8 Indeed, ∑adr�’s pronouncements in the prolegomenon to the Maf�tı˛ do
indicate that he viewed this book as foundational to understanding his works on the
Qur’anic sciences. At the beginning of the Maf�tı˛ he tells his readers that he had
been meaning to write this work for quite some time:9
For some time now I have longed to bring forth the meanings of this
Qur’an. [With] my previous reflections I attempted to walk its roads
and [by means of] the way-stations of the pious explore its paths. In
order to attain this goal I consulted my soul (nafs), casting aside the
arrows of my own opinion …
∑adr� goes on to say that he was reluctant to carry out this endeavour because of the
weight of the task itself.10 These are the words of someone who, according to the
dates given by Mu˛ammad Khw�jawı, had already written some ten commentaries
on independent suras or ayas of the Qur’an.11 Yet he does not mention these works
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from the past in his prolegomenon to the Maf�tı˛. Slightly before this, ∑adr� remarks
that the work was written as the result of a spiritual experience which compelled him
to manifest what he knew of the Qur’anic sciences. That this passage would precede
the one cited above, where ∑adr� expresses his wish to write the Mafatı˛, may come
as a surprise, but the reasons for this are purely stylistic. The lines cited below are
dramatic and compelling; they are written with vigour, a sense of urgency, and in
mellifluous Arabic prose. They are, in effect, ∑adr�’s meditations after the fact,
summarising the end of his endeavours which he will go on to explicate in more or
less chronological fashion for the remainder of the introduction:12
A command has issued from the Lord of my heart (�mir qalbı), a
spiritual allusion has come forth from my innermost recesses
(waradat ish�ra min sirr ghaybı). His judgement and decision have
come to pass and He has decreed that some of the divine symbols
(rumüz il�hiyya) be brought forth, and that the matters related to the
Qur’anic sciences, the Prophetic allusions, secrets of faith, flashes of
wisdom, esoteric glimmerings connected to the wonders of the
glorious revelation and the subtleties of Qur’anic interpretation
become manifest.
The wording here is very important. ∑adr� was commanded by God to bring forth
the ‘divine symbols’, the ‘matters related to the Qur’anic sciences’ and the
‘subtleties of Qur’anic interpretation’. As it soon becomes apparent from the
contents of the first two sections of this work, the fulfillment of this command was
articulated in chapters containing discussions on the Qur’an’s use of allusory
language (mift�˛ 1:1), the senses of scripture (mift�˛ 1:10) and the etiquette required
for reading and ‘experiencing’ the Qur’an (mift�˛ 2:2).
That this work was inspired is further confirmed by ∑adr� a page later, where he
refers to his experience as an ‘opening’ (fat˛):13
The Master of the Holy Realm of the Divinity (ß�˛ib quds al-l�hüt),
the Owner of the Kingdom of the Dominion (m�lik mulk al-malaküt),
granted me a new opening (fat˛ jadıd), made the sight of my insight
piercing with His light, revealing to my heart an opening which drew
me near …
∑adr� further remarks that this opening granted him new knowledge of the
‘treasurers of the symbols of the divine realities’ (kunüz rumüz al-˛aq�√iq),14 which,
it will be recalled, he was commanded by God to bring forth. This spiritual opening
was also accompanied by a great burden of responsibility. ∑adr� says, ‘I said [to
myself] after this opening within myself (fat˛ li-nafsı), “now is the time to begin
mentioning the principles (ußül) from which the branches [of the Qur’anic sciences]
derive”.’15 This approach would be characterised by its sapiential perspective and
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would not delve too deeply into matters pertaining to exoteric exegesis. ∑adr� states
that he will pay attention to the fine points of Arabic only insofar as they relate to
esoteric exegesis.16 He notes that excessive concern with language is characteristic
of the approach of the exoteric scholars who ‘have the outward (÷�hir) and the legal
aspects (˛add), whereas we have the inward aspect (b�†in) and the transcendent
perspective (mu††alafi/ma†lafi)! It has been said, “He who comments [upon the
Qur’an] from his own opinion has concealed the truth (fa-qad kafara)”.’17 ∑adr� then
provides us with a theoretical definition of ta√wıl:18
As for esoteric interpretation (ta√wıl), it does not spare nor leave
[anything out] (l� tubqı wa-l� tadhar) [Q. 74:28], for it comes –
thanks be to God! – as a discourse (kal�m) in which there is no
crookedness, nor can doubt or confusion come upon it.
He goes on to addresses his readers in the following manner:20
O intelligent, discerning one! If you want to investigate the science of
the Qur’an, the wisdom of God and the principles of faith – that is,
faith in God, His angels, books, messengers and the Final Day – then
you need to return to the guardians (˛afa÷a) of the secrets of the
Qur’an and its meanings, seek out its folk and its bearers and ask the
‘people of remembrance’ about its contents. As He – exalted is His
name – says, Ask the people of remembrance if you do not know [Q.
16:43], just as, with the rest of the arts and sciences, you would seek
out their folk.
It is the inner purity of the ‘people of remembrance’ which makes them receptacles
for the secrets of the holy Book. They have died to themselves and live in God. To
this effect ∑adr� cites an unnamed sage, and then, in the following order, Plato,
Jesus, the Prophet Mu˛ammad and fiAlı ibn Abı ‡�lib. Commenting upon the saying
attributed to fiAlı, ‘Verily God loves courage, even if it be in the slaying of a snake’,
∑adr� says: 21
There is no snake like your soul, so slay it and purify it of the stain of
its false beliefs and ugly opinions; or, subjugate it until it becomes a
muslim in your hand. First cast it aside like the staff of Moses, then
pick it up with your right hand after it has returned to its primordial
nature (sıratih� al-ül�)22 and original disposition (fi†ratih� alaßliyya). It shall then live an intellectual life, striving for the Return
(al-mafi�d) and the Final Abode (al-mathw�).
∑adr� then advises those seeking knowledge of the Qur’an but who do not have
access to any of the ‘people of remembrance’:23
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O you in pursuit of the Real and the science of the First and the Last!
If none of the folk of this kind – whom you can ask concerning the
goal of the Qur’anic sciences – are destined for you, then you should
study this book. It contains beneficial principles (qaw�nın n�fifia)
pertaining to the sciences of revelation [and] is comprehensive in its
foundations, which allude to the secrets of esoteric interpretation (almu˛ı† bi-qaw�fiidihi mushıra il� asr�r al-ta√wıl).
The Maf�tı˛, therefore, does not introduce each individual tafsır. Rather, it
introduces the basic esoteric principles underlying the commentaries themselves. In
other words, the Maf�tı˛, in keeping with its title, provides the keys which will allow
one to access the hermeneutical perspective ∑adr� adopts in his Qur’an
commentaries.
MOHAMMED RUSTOM
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